Plumbing Leak Detection with Pipe Inspection Camera in
Utah
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Left untreated or undetected, small plumbing leaks can turn into major repair projects. Damage to flooring and
fixtures can cost thousands to fix, and mold can take hold in damp, wet spaces leading to further repairs and even
health hazards. If you suspect a leak, call Beehive Plumbing. Our expert plumbers will use a pipe inspection camera
to locate the source of your water leak. Join the hundreds of satisfied home and business owners who have used
our video pipe inspection service to locate and fix their leaks before they lead to expensive repairs.
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Signs of a Possible Plumbing Leak
Some leaks leave their calling card and can be easy to spot. If you observe any of the following, do not hesitate to
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call us for confirmation and location of the problem.

Higher-than-normal water bill
Sound of unexpected running water
Rattling noises
Mold or mildew forming
Refilling pools or other water bodies more than expected
Pooling, however small, around shower or toilet
Low water pressure in the shower or tub
Change in water color or slow draining in shower or tub
Discolored or loose tiling
Cracks in foundation

Not All Leaks are Easy to Detect
While the above are all great ways to self-test whether there may be a leak, some leaks can avoid detection. Sewer
lines are best inspected with high-tech camera inspection equipment. Sewer line camera inspection provides an
easy approach to locating problems in the sewer and drain lines. There is a world of plumbing behind walls and
under floorboards that the eyes and ears cannot observe, and not all leaks leave obvious breadcrumbs leading to
their source. Often, these are the most expensive leaks because the damage slowly worsens until inexpensive
repairs are the only option.
Beehive Plumbing’s skilled plumbers provide the best leak detection Utah has to offer. Using a modern
pipe inspection camera, our Utah plumbers can quickly identify the source of any leak, even if it is hidden
from view. No matter how good the water is at getting out, our plumbing technicians are even better at getting in.
Whether the leak is concealed by walls, flooring, your yard, or even concrete slabs and asphalt, no leak is too small
or too hidden for us to find with our pipe inspection camera.

Contact Beehive Plumbing for Utah’s Best Leak Detection Services If you suspect a
plumbing leak, call Beehive Plumbing today. We are available 24/7 for leak
detection and emergency repairs. You can feel comfortable with our industryleading technicians coming into your home or business, and they will come armed
with the best pipe inspection camera technology to find the source of your leak,
and repair it on the spot.
Call us today and make sure to visit our website’s coupons page for $20 off our leak
detection services. Do not let a small, inexpensive leak repair turn into a major project.
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